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Summary: Ruby has a nightmare and Weiss comforts her. I kow that this
is a constantly revisited tale and i had no other ideas. Ruby/Weiss
Fluff. OC is an actual character from Halo 4 but he was not listed
(Jul 'Mdama) Rated T to be safe. I do not own Halo (343 Industries,
Microsoft Studios) or RWBY (Rooster Teeth Productions)
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Disclaimer: Due to hate in my last fan fic "RWBY: Only One Way Out",
I will state again that I will only heed to CONSTUCTIVE CRITICISM. I
do not own RWBY or Halo 4. This fic will include a bit of Ruby/Weiss
fluff. Once again, do not hate on me.

Ruby looked around her as the mist cleared from her vision. Every one
of her teammates lay dead around her. Weiss had 3 needles in her
chest and one in her head, Blake's head was completely lopped off by
an unknown source, and Yang's body was in pieces due to a Fuel Rod
Cannon blast. As Ruby shook off the disorientation, her adversary
came into view, standing 8 feet tall and built like a tank, the
Covenant Elite, Jul 'Mdama.

Jul 'Mdama was known to all of the UNSC as the most ruthless and
terrifying Elite ever faced by the forces on Requiem. Due to his
maniacal worship of the Didact and the Prometheans, he has also
become the most dangerous, and also the most hunted Elite in the
history of the Requiem Conflict.

Ruby stared into his glowing red eyes as he held up, in his left
hand, a head, Blake's head. In his right hand, Jul held an Energy
Sword, glowing blue with enough solid plasma to cut a Scorpion Tank
clean in two. Ruby reached for Crescent Rose II, but found that it
was not there. She spotted an inactive Energy Sword and picked it up.
She managed to activate it and proceed to swing it at 'Mdama.



The swordfight lasted only a few seconds, as the much larger and
faster Elite knocked the blade right out of Ruby's hand. 'Mdama then
stabbed his sword through Ruby's chest, lifting her off of her feet
as the blade burned her internal organs to ashes inside of her.
Darkness enveloped her vision as she felt herself dying.

She woke with a sudden start and immediately felt around her chest,
realizing that it was only a dream- a horrible, horrible dream. She
looked to the foot of her bed to find; sitting cross legged facing
her, was a very concerned looking Weiss. Weiss moved her mouth to
speak, but was interrupted by Ruby throwing herself into her arms,
crying with fear.

After a few minutes of crying, her sobs began to subside and Weiss
was able to get her calm enough to hold a conversation. "Shhhâ€¦it's
okay, it's okay. What were you dreaming about? I woke to find you
tossing and turning and crying in your sleep." Weiss stated. "You
were all dead. Jul "Mdama was standing there. We fought. He killed
meâ€¦" Ruby sniffled. "You know that none of that happened, or will
ever happen. Please, try and go back to sleep." Weiss whispered. "Can
you sleep with me, Weiss?" asked Ruby. "I don't think I'll be able to
sleep on my own." "Sure, Ruby" whispered Weiss.

In the morning, as Blake and Yang came back to Team RWBY's quarters,
they spotted the sight of Ruby sleeping with Weiss curled up against
her, her head buried in Ruby's neck. "Rough night I guessâ€¦" said
Blake. "Guess so. Come on, I'll make breakfast, oh and maybe you
should help, you know, so I don't burn everything again" said Yang.
As the two girls made their way to the kitchen, they looked at Ruby's
and Weiss' sleeping faces, knowing that no one could ever doubt their
friendship.

**Author's Note/ I hope you enjoyed. None of these fics are in
chronological or logical order; they are just keeping me busy in my
off time. Once again, I remind you all that CONSTRUCTIVE CRITICISM
ONLY is appreciated and posted in the reviews section. Until next
time, Peace :3**

End
file.


